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I Introduction

The United Nations SDGs aim to build on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and provide a pathway to reconcile human development within ecological limits. Global drivers of environmental change like climate change, ocean acidification and biodiversity loss threaten Oceania’s marine ecosystems. The oceans are integral to the economy, diverse cultures and food security of Pacific Islanders. The deteriorating health of marine ecosystems demands a new system of international cooperation toward improved governance of ocean resources. In this article we analyse the successful diplomatic campaign by Pacific Island Countries (PICs) for Goal 14 ‘to conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development’ under Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (Agenda 2030).

PICs consider an Ocean SDG an advance on the international support and attention lacking under the MDGs for global ocean issues crucial to protecting the economic value of their marine resources. Global environmental change demands a re-evaluation of the governance architecture responsible for the global drivers of deleterious environmental change. As the dominant forces for ecosystem degradation lie beyond Oceania, the inclusion of all States under Agenda 2030 provides a unique opportunity to address these global drivers. This article demonstrates the significance of the PIC diplomatic campaign for

3 General Assembly Resolution 70/1, Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, A/res/70/1 (25 September 2015), at 23.
an Ocean SDG at the UN to improve the governance of ocean ecological systems for Oceania and the global community.

This article establishes the PIC campaign for an Ocean SDG as part of a coordinated multilateral foreign policy for strengthened sovereign rights over marine natural resources. Their campaign for an Ocean SDG under the UN post-2015 development agenda presents a transformational shift from the terrestrial and aid for development focus of the MDGs. We demonstrate how the success of the PIC campaign has empowered PICs political engagement at the UN. This has occurred through their re-identification from Small Island Developing States (SIDS) to Large Ocean Island States (LOIS), reassertion of maritime guardianship as traditional custodians of vast oceanscapes, and as contemporary leaders in oceans governance at the regional scale. We suggest the PICs’ regional solidarity and effective advocacy for Goal 14 under Agenda 2030 forms part of a distinct and continuing brand of oceans diplomacy from Oceania.

In section II we examine the historical and contemporary challenges to sovereign control of marine natural resources in Oceania. Section III follows with how their collective diplomacy evolved to meet the challenge global environmental interdependence presented to the traditional legal order of sovereign supremacy. Section IV examines the operation of oceanscape-scale governance frameworks in the establishment of regional positions in global oceans governance. Section V documents the power asymmetries with external states and the importance of strengthening sovereign control over marine natural resources in the context of the Pacific tuna fishery. Section VI analyses the operation and influence of PIC collective diplomacy to the UN in their campaign for a stand-alone Ocean SDG in the post-2015 development process. Section VII considers approaches from existing and emerging areas of environmental law in a reflection on Goal 14’s capacity to achieve the PIC aim of preserving ocean ecosystem integrity. In section VIII we propose the unity of Pacific SIDS on ocean issues is sourced from a shared Oceanian identity. In conclusion, we use these sections of the article to demonstrate collective diplomacy for an Ocean SDG was significant for PICs, positioning these countries as global marine stewards to increase their influence in UN negotiations.

II Sovereign Control of Marine Resources in Oceania

Global environmental interdependence requires States to find new diplomatic solutions to balance their sovereign rights and international duties for the governance of ocean resources. Globalization through trade, investment and
aid create linkages through which state and non-state actors exert significant control and influence over negotiations on the exploitation of marine natural resources. Kerr and Wiseman define sovereignty as:6

The condition whereby a state claims ultimate legal authority over defined territory and the right to represent the people of that territory in the international community. It is the extent to which a polity is under no external pressure from other political entities regarding any aspect of its behaviour or decision making.

Power asymmetries between PICs and these state and non-state actors have undermined the sovereign legal authority of these polities by influencing decisions about the use of marine natural resources within their territory.7

For Pacific Island Countries and Territories (PICTs) foreign incursions and exploitation of adjacent marine natural resources undermined the ideal and promise of sovereign authority and equality under the 1954 UN Charter.8 These incursions challenged the ability of PICTs to secure and protect their surrounding marine natural resources. Securing and extending sovereign rights over marine natural resources was a key aspiration of PICTs.9 The 1962 UNGA resolution on the permanent sovereignty over natural resources10 was important for PICTs who sought emancipation from exploitation of marine natural resources at odds with their national interests.

The delimitation of a States marine sovereign space was fundamental to PICTs control over adjacent marine resources and a challenge for attempts to codify an international instrument to govern the oceans. The maritime space is vital to international peace and security and the functioning of the global ecosystem. The immense potential for international cooperation through a united approach to oceans governance was realised with the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982 (LOSC).

---

The LOSC was negotiated and adopted by the third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III 1973–1982) which coincided with an intense period of decolonization in Oceania. During UNCLOS III PICS advocated for the acquisition of extensive sovereign rights over non-living and living marine resources. The final text accorded PICS with substantial agency over their marine resources through an EEZ to 200nm. The declared maritime area within the Pacific Island Region represents approximately 30 percent of the global area under national jurisdiction. The LOSC recognises the sovereign rights of coastal states “for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural resources” and to “determine the allowable catch of the living resources” in their EEZ.

Despite their diverse stages of development and decolonization, PICTs’ remain alike in their continuing vulnerability to and direction by the power configuration of outside forces. The liberty and power that had characterised sovereign states was a key aspiration of campaigns for independence across Oceania. However, in Oceania the emancipation from colonial rule coincided with a shift from a State-based system of global governance to the increasing authority of non-government institutions and corporate and civil non-government organisations in determining the global order. PICS face these new potential challengers to their natural resource sovereignty with the interdependent threats of food security and environmental degradation. Section V examines the impacts of these power asymmetries in the context of the regional tuna fishery.

III  Collective Oceans Diplomacy

Collective oceans diplomacy can best be understood in the context of the historical political settlement for Oceania’s premier regional organisation,

14 UNCLOS, Arts 56 & 61.
the Pacific Island Forum (Forum). In 1971 the organisation was formed to address the inequalities and limits on political discussions undermining the self-determination of PICs, and the Pacific Territories straining for their independence from colonial powers. Members of the Forum were required to have attained independence from colonial powers for admission and its membership evolved with the increasing number of decolonised PICs. The Forum worked to serve the developing countries and strengthen regional integration, and matured into a forum for collective diplomacy.

PICs were among the first architects of formal oceans governance at the regional scale. At UNCLOS III, PICs advocated as a group for regional arrangements under the law of the sea. Reflecting on the informal composite negotiating text during UNCLOS III a number of academics advocated for the benefits of a regional approach to the law of the sea. Janis identified the historical, geographical accord for and mutual political, economic and security benefits of regional cooperation in matters pertaining to the law of the sea. Of further relevance for Oceania, regional coordination of legal claims improved cooperation within the region and increase the group’s influence in their dealing with states outside their region.

At the 1976 Forum PICs recognised the benefits of regional coordination and agreed to consult with one another in the establishment of their 200nm EEZ, harmonise fisheries policy across the region and cooperate in negotiations.

---

18 The Oceania Group was an informal regional group within in UNCLOS consisting of Australia, the Cook Islands, Fiji, Micronesia, Nauru, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Tonga, and Western Samoa.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
with external fishing states. This demonstrates the responsiveness of PICS to
the power asymmetries with external states for their claims on marine natural
resources. PICS advocacy for regional arrangements under the law of the sea
and multilateral collaboration for a regional fishing policy were early diplo-
matic tactics to enhance their sovereign rights over marine natural resources.

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (UNHCE) 1972
was important in recognising the interlinkages between the environment and
development and articulating the global environmental responsibility for the
protection of the environment. This responsibility challenged the traditional
legal order of sovereign supremacy to acknowledge, adapt and evolve to pre-
vent further environmental damage. Together the PICS responded with the
development of a regional governance instrument the Convention on Conserva-
tion of Nature in the South Pacific 1976. The PICS were also early architects
of a regional instrument under the UNEP Regional Seas Programme with the
Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of
the South Pacific Region (1986). Rochette et al and Warner, Gjerde and Free-
stone also endorse a regional approach as an important means to address the
fragmented coordination of oceans governance.

Cicin-Sain and Knecht, Van Dyke and Osmundson consider efforts to meet
obligations under the LOSC through regional instruments, such as the Conven-
tion for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South
Pacific Region (1986), contribute to form a new regional regime for oceans
governance in Oceania. The next section analyses the newest regional

Law of the Sea and Regional Fisheries Policy’ (South Pacific Commission Occasional
26 Susan H Bragdon, ‘National Sovereignty and Global Environmental Responsibility: Can
the Tension be Reconciled for the Conservation of Biological Diversity’, (1992) 33:2 Har-
27 *Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific
28 Robin Warner, K Gjerde, and David Freestone, ‘Regional Governance for Fisheries and
Biodiversity’, in SM Garcia, J Rice and A Charles (eds), *Governance of Marine Fisheries
and Biodiversity Conservation: Interaction and Coevolution* (John Wiley and Sons, 2014),
29 Biliana Cicin-Sain and Robert W Knecht ‘The Emergence of a Regional Ocean Regime in
alism, Fisheries and Environmental Challenges in the Pacific’ (2004) 6 San Diego Interna-
tional Law Journal, at 143; Lori Osmundsen, ‘Paradise Preserved-The Contribution of the
IV Oceanscape Scale Governance

In 2002, the sixteen independent and self-governing states in Oceania of the Forum endorsed the Pacific Island Regional Ocean Policy (PIROP).\(^{30}\) The PIROP forms the central reference for the establishment of regional positions in international oceans governance and its implementing framework aims to maintain the health of the ocean using an integrated transboundary approach through the harmonization of international and regional instruments and institutions.\(^{31}\) The subsequent Framework for a Pacific Oceanscape (FPO)\(^{32}\) provides a renewed effort to implement the PIROP, and was designed to address the institutional challenges experienced in the coordination of regional ocean governance.\(^{33}\)

Regional oceans governance aspires to address the cumbersome nature of global governance while encompassing a sufficient scale of ecological ocean processes for governance interventions to be meaningful for ecosystem function. The strong political commitment from PIC leaders for the PIROP make it a powerful instrument as does both the scale of its oceans coverage and its principle to preserve ecosystem integrity as driven by regional-scale ecosystem processes.\(^{34}\) This legal/ecological accordance is a quality envisioned for effective international oceans law as early as 1925.\(^{35}\)

UNEP’s Regional Seas Programme in an example of one of the first endeavours to align governance at the scale of the ocean ecosystem. Young et al.

---

32 PIFS, Framework for a Pacific Oceanscape (Marine Sector Working Group, Council of Regional Organisations of the Pacific, 2010).
34 PIFS, supra note 35, at 6.
consider the large-scale spatial management of marine ecosystems crucial to the ecological crisis confronting our oceans. Telesetsky envisions the use of ‘ecoscape thinking’ citing scale as a critical element to successful governance and restoration of marine ecosystems. The PIROP and FPO significantly broaden the scale envisaged by these authors from large marine ecosystems to the ‘oceanscape’. Yet as policy frameworks for regional coordination the PIROP and FPO only somewhat address the need for a precise and robust corresponding legal instrument for large-scale oceans governance.

In section II we examined how the historical motivations behind regional solidarity for oceans governance have been a central driver for cooperation and coordination between PICS. Regional-scale governance of transboundary marine natural resources, however, retains the challenges of the accountability and legitimacy inherent to agency beyond the state yet is increasingly popular for both environment and development donors. In Oceania the complex institutional framework for oceans governance is of consequence for the governability of ocean resources at this scale. Questions raised on

---

governability of marine systems at large scales also implicate the prudence of directing funding resources and capacity building for governance at this scale.

Giraud-Kinley, Chasek and Osmundsen provide rigorous critiques of the challenges of implementing multilateral environmental agreements with existing Pacific institutional architecture, capacity and resources. Tutangata and Power highlight the importance of the inter-agency collaboration under the Council of Regional Organisations of the Pacific in maintaining a functional framework for the coordination of diverse institutions. The Marine Sector Working Group is responsible for this coordination between those agencies with a mandate for oceans governance.

The implementation of the FPO established the Pacific Ocean Commissioner (POC) to improve high-level representation and provide dedicated advocacy on oceans issues for the region. The POC is supported by the Office of the Pacific Ocean Commissioner, which is gaining recognition for its role in improving coordination on regional oceans governance issues with the multiple agencies with an oceans mandate through the MSWG. The success of this coordination of regional ocean issues is manifest in the clear mandate for a stand-alone Ocean SDG from the region to United Nations Ambassadors and Permanent Representatives to the UN. The UNSG recognised the Pacific Forum leaders as ocean stewards and commended the Forum campaign for an Ocean SDG.

Manoa documents the rise of the Pacific SIDS as the primary advocacy group at the UN for PICs. A finding supported in Gruby and Campbell’s analysis of PIC global environmental governance negotiations. Manoa’s

48 United Nations, Secretary General, Secretary-General’s Remarks at Meeting with Pacific Islands Forum Leaders, 26 September 2014, at 1.
analysis defines the operation of the Pacific SIDS group at the UN distinct from Forum members Australia and New Zealand. She cites differing interests with Australia and New Zealand as one of the reasons for the PICS’ collective advocacy at the UN along with the benefits of collaborative working arrangements to address the resourcing and capacity challenges of Pacific Island missions to the UN. In this article we have shown the solidarity between Forum members for a common oceans governance framework and focus on the interventions of Pacific Island Countries from within the Forum group (excluding Australia and New Zealand). In section VI we chart the efforts of advocacy for an Ocean SDG as a uniquely PICS campaign which supports Manoa’s assertion of Pacific SIDS as the PICS primary advocacy grouping. We substantiate this claim with evidence of the operation of the Pacific SIDS as a discrete group from the UN SIDS in the Ocean SDG campaign to the UN.

The continuing focus by PICS on global ocean issues at the UN signals an investment and commitment to the future of collective ocean diplomacy for the PICS. For example, the region will begin a training program in January 2016, the UN Pacific SIDS Fellowships on the Ocean and Seas, which is intended to train a new generation of PIC delegates at the UN.51 Similarly, the region will subsequently host the 2017 High-level United Nations Conference to Support the Implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 14 (Conserve and Sustainably Use the Oceans, Seas and Marine Resources for Sustainable Development) to coincide with World Oceans Day.52 The Conference provides a significant platform to showcase oceans governance by the Pacific at this conference on accountability for the delivery of Goal 14.

V Power Asymmetries with External States

A stand-alone Ocean SDG could provide the PICS with a mechanism to strengthen their sovereignty and control over marine natural resources. Sovereignty and control could be strengthened through global commitments

51 United Nations, General Assembly, Statement by Dr T Suka Mangisi, Deputy Permanent Representative and Charge d’Affaires a.i., Permanent Mission of the Kingdom of Tonga to the United Nations, Chair of the Pacific Island Developing States (PSE) on Agenda Item 82: United Nations Programme of Assistance in the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International Law at the Sixth Committee of the 70th Session of the United Nations General Assembly (23 October 2015), at 2.

to restore marine biodiversity, constrain exploitation, maintain productivity, sustain PIC livelihoods and retain the value of territorial marine natural resources for emerging PIC trade initiatives. It is recognized here that international duties for environmental protection themselves can also limit sovereign rights over natural resources – to which targets under an ocean SDG could contribute. The Pacific tuna fishery highlights the importance of a universal development agenda for the transnational challenge of managing shared natural resources under the SDGs.

Control over healthy marine natural resources remains pivotal to the empowerment and economic development of PICs. Oceania is the source for over 60 percent of the world’s tuna catch sustaining a $US5.8 billion fishery. Most of the fishing is undertaken by foreign industrial fishing vessels whose fishing access fees provide 10–60 percent of all government revenue for six PICs and less for those countries with more diversified economies. Even so the industrial fishing fleets from outside Oceania return a small fraction of the financial benefits to the source countries.

Development opportunities from these marine resources are dependent on PIC’s ability to secure and administer allocation to their marine resources under regional institutions. States involved in the tuna fishery are deadlocked on the fisheries access allocation system as PICs resist efforts to reopen allocation discussions, which could undermine the progress on their allocated proportion of the catch and potentially erode their sovereign rights over marine natural resources. The ideal and promise of sovereign powers ‘on equal terms’ is not

57 Hannah Parris and Alex Lee, ‘Allocation Models in the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission and Implications for Pacific Island States’, in Quentin Hanich and Martin Tsamenyi (eds), Navigating Pacific Tuna Fisheries Instruments in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (University of Wollongong, 2009), 250–283, at 250.
reflected in PICs’ ability to profit from the reallocation of fishing rights under the LOSC.\textsuperscript{59}

In response, a sub-regional group, the Parties to the Nauru Agreement,\textsuperscript{60} aimed to secure greater economic benefits from tuna exploitation by coordinating and harmonising access conditions to their exclusive economic zones (EEZs). They used a novel arrangement to extend their licensing conditions from member EEZs into the high seas.\textsuperscript{61} By limiting fishing in the high seas these States improved their control over the spatial distribution of fishing effort within their EEZs and enhanced their sovereign rights over marine resources.

VI Analysis of the PIC Ocean SDG Campaign

In this section we analyse the diplomatic efforts by PICs for improved oceans governance in their campaign to secure a stand-alone Ocean SDG. We follow the PIC interventions made at official multilateral fora relevant to the United Nations post-2015 development agenda chronologically between 2012–2015. We critically evaluate the contribution of the PIC campaign during the post-2015 development process to empower their collective diplomacy.

The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development 2012 outcome document, The Future We Want, mandated an Open Working Group (OWG) to propose SDGs to the 68th session of the UNGA. The PICs were successful in their campaign at the OWG, which produced a proposal with seventeen SDGs including a stand-alone Ocean SDG. The campaign continued in 2015 to retain this stand-alone Ocean SDG as Goal 14 in Agenda 2030.

In August 2012 the Pacific leaders at the Forum endorsed the annual theme of PICs as Large Ocean Island States with a leading role in Pacific Ocean management. In the same month the Small Islands Developing States (SIDS) integrated an enabling cooperation framework for the Barbados Programme of Action and Mauritius Strategy for the Further Implementation of the Programme of Action for the Sustainable Development of Small Island Developing States. This recognised SIDS as LOIs and proposed a stand-alone Ocean SDG.


\textsuperscript{60} Nauru Agreement Concerning Cooperation in the Management of Fisheries of Common Interest, adopted 11 February 1982 (entered into force 4 December 1982).

\textsuperscript{61} A Third Arrangement Implementing the Nauru Agreement Setting Forth Additional Terms and Conditions of Access to the Fisheries Zones of the Parties, adopted 16 May 2008.
This cooperation was of great significance to the PIC campaign as it provided a larger coalition of SIDS in solidarity with the Pacific SIDS for an Ocean SDG.

The PIC campaign for an Ocean SDG demonstrates how by reframing their sovereign space as LOIS the PICS change firstly their perceived power as microstates and secondly better positions them to broaden negotiations from the terrestrial focus of the MDGs. Gruby and Campbell established how PICS’ collective promotion of their vast ocean scale is a successful political strategy for empowerment in UN negotiations on global environmental governance.62 The campaign for a stand-alone Ocean SDG illustrates this collective promotion on oceans governance in operation at the UN in the post-2015 development process.

In September 2012 at the UNGA Inoke Kubuabola, Minister for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of Fiji, characterized the oceans as their ‘lifeblood’ and source of sustainable development:63

Like all islands nations, Fiji relies on the ocean and its resources as our economic life blood and source of sustainable development. While fish and other marine living resources have been vital to Fiji’s economy and livelihood, we believe that our efforts to explore deep sea mineral resources present greater potential, provided that a precautionary approach with regard to environmental sustainability is ensured.

Anote Tong, President of Kiribati, describes his country as a LOIS and emphasizes the fundamental role of the ocean to their sustainable development, the achievement of the MDGs, and its importance for the wellbeing of the global community. President Tong articulates the ocean as a key instrument for empowerment and liberation from international welfare. He emphasises the vital role of the ocean ecosystem to human wellbeing and in the Pacific context its important role in emancipating PICS from aid dependence through the use of their ocean resources:64

We are a nation of water. We are a large ocean island State. We believe that given the right support we can achieve sustainable development through utilising the available resources of our vast Exclusive Economic Zone. We

---

62 insert footnote
believe that through this we can reduce our reliance on development assistance. I am convinced that we may even be able to do away with development assistance altogether, if we are provided with the support we need now to develop our capacity to harvest and process our own resources (…)

Our message to the international community is that conservation of biodiversity and marine ecosystems in the Pacific is not only important to the sustainable development of Pacific peoples; it is of vital importance to the rest of the world. The international community needs to support these efforts, not as a hand-out but as an investment for this planet’s future generations.

A review of the role of PIC Ambassadors to the United Nations demonstrated capacity challenges undermined the ability of these diplomats to adequately operate in United Nations forums and found their role was marginal in these processes. Therefore PICs’ continuing work with the broader group of global SIDS and other interested States was important to realize a joint vision for an Ocean SDG. In 2013, the joint vision for an Ocean SDG was presented at the 68th session of the UNGA, when Navin Chandraramgoolam, Prime Minister of Mauritius, articulated a global vision for the future of the oceans that preserves health of the oceans while expanding the economic potential of the oceans for SIDS.

To gain political support in the UN for a stand-alone SDG the PICs were successful in building a broader coalition with the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) recognising the imminent threat to oceans from human impacts and the importance of the oceans to their development. As Chair of AOSIS at the time UN Permanent Representative for Nauru, Marlene Moses, made a statement emphasising the importance of ocean health as the basis for sustainable development and sought international support for an SDG that would aid SIDS in realizing their aspirations in the global economy through the preservation and development of their own ocean resources.

68 Statement delivered by HE Ambassador Marlene Moses, Permanent Representative of Nauru to the United Nations, Chair of Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), at the 6th Session of
by this broader coalition is nuanced; there is agreement that oceans should feature prominently under the SDGs yet hesitance to make an explicit call for a stand-alone Ocean SDG. The coalition asked only for the consideration of an ocean-themed SDG by the OWG.

The OWG on SDGs provided a direct opportunity for influence by the PICS. The constituency-based system of balanced geographical representation on the OWG included three PICS: Nauru, Palau and Papua New Guinea. In a firm show of solidarity, twelve PICS together with Timor Leste hosted the side event ‘The case for a stand-alone Sustainable Development Goal on Oceans and Seas: Healthy, Productive and Resilient Oceans and Seas—Prosperous and Resilient Peoples and Communities’ at the 8th OWG on Oceans and Seas session on SDGs in February 2014; their efforts were supported by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO and the Global Ocean Forum.

The event was complemented by a second side event to raise the profile of ocean sustainability hosted by Italy and Palau ‘Healthy Oceans and Seas: a way forward’ together with the Sustainable Oceans Alliance and the Global Partnerships Forum. The direct outcome of these efforts was captured in the co-chairs’ summary of the 8th OWG on Oceans and Seas session on SDGs, which affirmed the importance of the role of the ocean in the post-2015 era: ‘Healthy, productive and resilient oceans are important for poverty eradication, global food security, human health, climate regulation, and the creation of sustainable livelihoods and decent jobs’.

The PIC’s campaign for a stand-alone Ocean SDG from the OWG was successful. Goal 14 aims to ‘Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development’ measured by seven targets. The

---

UNGA subsequently decided the OWG’s seventeen proposed SDGs would form the basis of integrating the SDGs into the post-2015 development agenda along with continuing inputs in the intergovernmental process.74

At the Forum Officials Committee 2014 Pre-Forum Session the PIC leaders were focused on building support for an Ocean SDG at the subsequent United Nations Conference on Small Island Developing States held in Samoa in September 2014.75 Palau’s timely hosting of the 2014 Forum was opportune for PIC ocean diplomacy with an annex to the formal Forum outcome document to improve accountability for development and ocean sustainability.76 The annex to the Palau Declaration on ‘The Ocean: Life and Future’ Charting a Course to Sustainability constitutes a unique intervention from the region to the UN and was intended to contribute to the global effort to support a ‘comprehensive, effective and implementable stand-alone Oceans Sustainable Development Goal and to the preservation of our Pacific Ocean’.77 The UNSG subsequently stated his full support for the Forum’s Palau Declaration that Pacific Leaders are the stewards of the Pacific Ocean.78

The Forum outcome document the Forum Communique itself documents the active campaign to the UN in the post-2015 development process at the UN and encourages and commends the work to date by PICs:79

Leaders reiterated the importance of member countries playing an active role in shaping the Post-2015 Development Agenda, particularly the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). They warmly commended and support the active efforts of Pacific Ambassadors/Permanent Representatives to the United Nations in New York to shape the Post-2015 Development Agenda, particularly the Troika of Papua New Guinea, Palau and Nauru representing the Pacific region on the SDGs Open Working Group.

Central to the strategy is the regional solidarity for improved oceans governance which has strengthened the PICs’ championing of an Ocean SDG in international fora. Reflecting on the importance of solidarity, Tuvalu’s Prime Minister Enele Sopoaga states that: ‘the main idea is to continue to be on the same

---

76 PIFSA, supra note 47, at 1.
77 Ibid, at 3.
78 United Nations, Secretary General, supra note 48.
79 PIFSA, supra note 47, at 3.
canoe and use leverage to voice our concerns, unique concerns, to the wider forum membership and of course to the wider international community’.80

The Third International Conference on Small Island Developing States broadly reflected this solidarity. The PIFS Secretary General, Tuiloma Neroni Slade, presented the PICs’ efforts for sustainable ocean development under the Framework for a Pacific Oceanscape and underlined the high-level commitment for an Ocean SDG from the PICs.81 An earlier SIDS interregional preparation meeting for the conference recognised SIDS as Large Ocean Island States and supported a stand-alone ocean SDG,82 and was referenced in the conference outcome document Small Island Developing States Accelerated Modalities of Action (Samoa Pathway).83 However, resistance from some states outside Oceania to a stand-alone Ocean SDG at the Third International Conference on Small Island Developing States meant the strong language that had typified the PIC campaign was not translated into the Samoa Pathway nor was an explicit call for an Ocean SDG made by all SIDS in this outcome document.84 This indicates that the Pacific SIDS form a distinct group within the United Nations SIDS in their diplomacy for an Ocean SDG.

The UNGA 69th session theme for the General Debate ‘Delivering on and Implementing a Transformative Post-2015 Development Agenda’ marked a bold departure from the previous conciliatory tone of PICs in their formal diplomatic interventions on an Ocean SDG at the UNGA. This is demonstrated by the strong statement from the President of Nauru, Baron Waqa who declared that the:85

\[\text{(…)}\text{ reckless actions of other Nations have severely undermined the marine environment that we so depend on - from excessive greenhouse gas emissions that are warming the planet and turning the seas more and}\]

---

81 Tuiloma Neroni Slade, ‘Plenary Statement’ (Third International Conference on Small Island Developing States, 4 September 2014), at 1.
84 Ibid.
more acidic, to irresponsible overfishing, to outright stealing fish in our waters, to dangerous pollution (the effects of which we have yet to fully comprehend).

All the while, some of the same countries responsible for the damage are also charged with assessing the wellbeing of the marine environment. How can we be confident that our interests will be protected? We, as a developing country, are constantly facing demands for greater transparency and accountability from the same actors who downplay and sometimes even cover up their own transgressions.

Finding lasting solutions to problems like these will require more resources and a level of cooperation that the international community has thus far not countenanced. It will also require us to look at the failings in the global order that somehow prevent countries like mine from accessing fair economic benefits of our own resources (...)

The current piecemeal approach - where a donor's political interests determine aid priorities - may treat symptoms (for a time) but it fails to address the underlying disease. If we want our efforts to be successful over the long-term we need to build a foundation that develops global citizens and gives them the tools they need to succeed in a global world.'

President Waqa questioned the ability of the States responsible for environmental transgressions to protect the interests of developing countries. On the post-2015 development agenda he voiced his country’s frustration that aid priorities are determined by political interests and sought a paradigm shift in development to support greater agency for PICs to manage their own marine resources to achieve sustainable development.

President of Palau, Tommy E Remengesau Jr, asserted the Pacific region would fight for the foundation of Pacific livelihoods and continue their leadership in ocean conservation. With the passion and vigour that saw him awarded the UN’s highest environmental leadership award,86 he called for an Ocean SDG with realistic, transparent and measurable targets. President Remengesau Jr sought a transformational shift in the use of ‘earth’s natural assets’ and the management of the Ocean as a joint global asset of the international community:87

---
Through our global actions, through our partnerships between developing and developed nations and between the private and public sectors, we can achieve transformational shifts in the way we think about the use of our earth’s natural assets. By recognizing the Ocean as a joint and primary asset of every citizen on our planet, we can move toward a global management of our Global Ocean Exclusive Economic Zone.

For Oceania, an Ocean SDG is a significant contribution to transform lives by departing from the terrestrial and aid for development focus of the MDGs and improving oceans governance for the wellbeing of the global community. The UNSG commended their strong position for a stand-alone Ocean SDG.\(^88\)

The campaign is illustrative of a successful joint political strategy to align and identify with their common Ocean, position themselves as ocean leaders to empower their negotiations at the UN.

VII Goal 14 and Ocean Ecosystem Integrity

There is an urgent need to qualify development within our oceans’ ecological limits. Support for defining a stand-alone Ocean SDG is manifest in the unique ecological and humanitarian threats posed by ocean degradation. The post-2015 development agenda marked a unique occasion to develop a coherent system of governance to monitor and respond to these linkages.\(^89\)

Agenda 2030’s Goal 14 provides a comprehensive list of targets to meet the stated goal ‘to conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development’ (see Annex 1). An analysis of Goal 14 would be premature as the indicators for the implementation of these targets remain under negotiation. Instead we offer further consideration of approaches from existing and emerging areas of environmental law to achieve the PIC aim of preserving ecosystem integrity.\(^90\)

The PIROP is underscored by the principle to preserve ecosystem integrity as driven by regional-scale ecosystem processes.\(^91\) However, despite existing

---

88 United Nations, Secretary General, supra note 48.
91 For a comprehensive introduction to the concept of ecological integrity see, PIROS, supra note 31, at 3 & 6.
obligations under the PIROP, the Ocean SDG campaign did not articulate a target to fulfil the principle for the preservation of ocean ecosystem integrity under the PIROP and neither does Goal 14 under Agenda 2030. Given preserving the ocean ecosystem is a fundamental principle of Oceania’s regional oceans governance framework the omission in the PIRO campaign for a corresponding target under the Ocean SDG is a lost opportunity by PICs to fulfil this regional mandate.

Kim and Bosselmann consider protection of ecological integrity a common and unifying theme in international environmental law. Their work integrates Rockstrom et al’s science on the quantification of planetary boundaries critical to a safe future for humanity. Kim, Bosselman and Mauerhofer suggest addressing these interactions across scales, systems and SDG goals with an overarching goal to safeguard the ecological integrity of the earth system. For the SDGs Griggs et al consider this science could provide the basis for a new system of governance predicated on the protection of vital planetary systems.

PICs show leadership for crafting a regional oceans governance framework to preserve the integrity of the oceanscape. This regional scale of governance is of importance given sub-global dynamics are critical to the ecological integrity of a functional earth system. Kim and Bosselman consider respect for planetary boundaries could transform governance by legally limiting States’ behaviour within these natural thresholds. The SDGs, while not legally binding, provided a unique opportunity for a systemic change to prevent environmental harm with ambitious goals and rigorous indicators for their achievement. The science on planetary boundaries provides some of the first specific and measurable indicators toward the achievement of the overall goal of ecological integrity. However, Loewe explains the establishment of systems for

---

national accountability under the SDGs goals would likely create resistance from States.97

Palau produced an early draft for a stand-alone Ocean SDG ‘to Achieve Healthy, Productive and Resilient Oceans’.98 The draft Ocean SDG contains a useful structure maintaining universality, and quantifiable indicators to measure progress. The proposed justification relies, as mandated by the The Future We Want, on historical international commitments such as the 1992 Agenda 21: Programme of Action for Sustainable Development, 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development and the 2002 Johannesburg Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development. However, the SDGs are further mandated to be consistent with international law and build upon commitments already made,99 indicating greater scope for the inclusion of binding commitments from more contemporary ocean-related Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEA) and, fundamentally, a higher level of ambition. However, one of the outstanding outcomes of the Agenda 2030 text is the paucity of references to international law.100

Goal 14 of Agenda 2030 could be improved by setting clear specific targets integrating global ocean commitments under international law such as the Agreement for the Implementation of the Provision of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (UNFSA)101 for precautionary limits to exploitation and spatial protection targets under the Convention on Biological Diversity.102

---

97 Markus Loewe, ‘Post 2015: How to Reconcile the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)?’, German Development Institute, Briefing Paper 18/2012.
102 Sixth Ordinary Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Strategic Plan for the Convention on Biological Diversity, COP 6 Decision VI/26 (7–19 April 2002).
The greatest weakness of the Agenda 2030’s Goal 14 lies in the targets that have no deadline associated to measure progress (see Annex I targets 14.3 and subtargets 14.7a and 14.7b.). Excellent guidance can be found in the EU’s Marine Strategy Framework Directive and complementary criteria for assessing the status of EU marine waters.103 Importantly, as a guide for the international SDGs, these specific and measurable indicators and targets for assessing marine ecosystems against clear targets for ecosystem health are designed for implementation by a diverse group of European States with a common and binding deadline for their achievement.

Norström et al. highlight the challenge of shifting spatial and temporal scales for the interdependence of social and ecological systems to establishing effective SDGs.104 As such traditional measures of ecosystem health may be unsuitable indicators for forthcoming ecological challenges. For example, the existing MDG measure for biodiversity uses the IUCN red list for species at risk of extinction, yet this list now encompasses criteria for threatened ecosystems.105 Members of the PIC coalition however did strive for more effective measures when Palau proposed a more ambitious indicator from the MDG measure of protected area coverage to a measure of fully protected marine areas.106

The Co-facilitators of Intergovernmental Negotiations on the Post-2015 Development Agenda acknowledged that supporting mechanisms for certain goals may need to be rearranged or even newly created to ensure effective accountability for these goals. The Pacific SIDS within the UN system were successful in creating a support mechanism to ensure the integrity of SDG14’s implementation through their advocacy for the United Nations Conference to Support the Implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 14 (Conserve and Sustainably Use the Oceans, Seas and Marine Resources for Sustainable

---

Development).\textsuperscript{107} The Pacific have an important role in seeing through the work they commenced for an Ocean SDG as the host of the UN Conference on Oceans and Seas in 2017.\textsuperscript{108}

VIII Oceanian Ways of Seeing

The UNSG highlighted our responsibility to act as planetary stewards in the post-2015 development process.\textsuperscript{109} This stewardship of Nature is a responsibility implicit in many of the diverse indigenous cultures of the PICS. Before colonial intervention in traditional guardianship and governance of marine resources, indigenous Polynesian societies operated at the oceanscape scale.\textsuperscript{110} Among the diverse cultures within and between PICS, however, traditional management scales were often small and locally managed.\textsuperscript{111} The scale and vision of the PIROP and FPO however demonstrate the coordinated multilateral commitment to reconcile traditional management scales with contemporary ecological challenges. When referring to the FPO Johnson \textit{et al} provide the following context for PIC collaboration:\textsuperscript{112}

Elsewhere, the ocean may be regarded as a barrier – isolating and separating countries from one-another, but for the Pacific Islands, the ocean plays a unifying role – bringing countries together in a common purpose. With their strong cultural and traditional ties to the ocean, and a long-held recognition that it is only through cooperation and collaboration

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{107} Permanent Mission of Fiji to the United Nations, \textit{Fiji Response to the Questionnaire of the Secretary-General on the Organizational Arrangements for State-Led Reviews at the High-Level Political Forum} (2015), at 2.
\end{itemize}
that their voice will be heard on the global stage, Pacific Island states are uniquely experienced at working collectively to address shared concerns.

Hanich and Bateman also highlight the difference in world view on the oceans between States noting PICS are among the States who consider the ocean as a unifying feature that links rather than separates States.\textsuperscript{113} This way of seeing is important to understand the long history of collaboration and political solidarity that underlie their operation in the international arena.\textsuperscript{114} This suggests the perspective of the ocean as a dividing feature between these countries is a view projected from outside Oceania. This is Hau'ofa's thesis in his influential works 'Our sea of islands' and 'The ocean in us' that the oceans connect and empower a regional identity for the people of PICS as people of a common home – Oceania – a sea of islands.\textsuperscript{115,116}

Hau'ofa's thesis operated to reclaim, include and unite the ancestral ocean-going people and more recent waves of migration to and from Oceania with their Pacific Ocean home as their common source of identity for solidarity. In his works Hau'ofa emphasises the vastness of PICT ocean territories as significant to the empowerment of the people of Oceania. Hau'ofa's work paralleled and followed endeavours in PIC international relations that were actively pursuing these ideas in law and policy. This idea has been the backbone of PIC diplomatic interventions on marine law and policy since efforts at UNCLOS to secure a large ocean territory and regional arrangements under the LOSC.\textsuperscript{117,118} D'Arcy considers Oceanians' reassertion of their maritime guardianship to be of global significance given the vast economic potential and relative health of Pacific marine ecosystems.\textsuperscript{119} The common Oceanian identity articulated by Hau'ofa provides motivation for their cooperation and political solidarity in oceans governance.\textsuperscript{120}
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Conclusion

The PICS were successful in their campaign for the inclusion of a stand-alone Ocean SDG under Agenda 2030 to improve the governance of the oceans essential to their development. Their campaign reshaped the terrestrial focus of the MDGs to enhance governance of the ocean’s vital role to human well-being. The PICS’ leadership as ocean stewards is evident in their pioneering regional oceans governance arrangements and active diplomatic interventions and coalition building for an Ocean SDG at the UN.

The PICS are leaders in their collaboration at the ocean scale – their PIROP and FPO are innovative in their accord between the jurisdictional scale of the governance system and the ecosystems they govern. The PIC campaign is a regional effort to meet the transnational challenge of managing global marine resources, like the Pacific tuna fishery, under Agenda 2030. While globalization has contributed to the erosion of PICS’ sovereign rights to safeguard their marine resources, the Ocean SDG has the potential to empower PICS’ governance of their marine natural resources and alleviate aspects of their deprivation. We have shown that improving oceans governance is also considered a key instrument for their empowerment and liberation from development dependence.

The PIC campaign for a stand-alone Ocean SDG at the UN provides evidence of a coordinated and effective regional foreign policy for improved oceans governance. Their strategy reframes perceptions of PICS by powers outside their region through their empowering re-identification from SIDS to LOIS. We show how the Pacific Ocean is viewed as a unifying feature that motivates the political solidarity between PICS for the stewardship of their common ocean.

In this article we have demonstrated how advocacy by PICS at the UN for the Ocean SDG operates within their natural alliances with SIDS and Forum members yet forms a distinctly strong position. The campaign represents a strengthening of collective diplomacy on ocean issues that we propose forms a distinctive brand of ocean diplomacy. The successful legacy of this collective oceans diplomacy depends on their solidarity and credibility through continued leadership in global oceans governance to empower their negotiations at the UN.
ANNEX I: The Text of Goal 14 in Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

Goal 14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development

14.1 By 2025, prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution of all kinds, in particular from land-based activities, including marine debris and nutrient pollution

14.2 By 2020, sustainably manage and protect marine and coastal ecosystems to avoid significant adverse impacts, including by strengthening their resilience, and take action for their restoration in order to achieve healthy and productive oceans

14.3 Minimize and address the impacts of ocean acidification, including through enhanced scientific cooperation at all levels

14.4 By 2020, effectively regulate harvesting and end overfishing, illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing and destructive fishing practices and implement science-based management plans, in order to restore fish stocks in the shortest time feasible, at least to levels that can produce maximum sustainable yield as determined by their biological characteristics

14.5 By 2020, conserve at least 10 per cent of coastal and marine areas, consistent with national and international law and based on the best available scientific information

14.6 By 2020, prohibit certain forms of fisheries subsidies which contribute to overcapacity and overfishing, eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing and refrain from introducing new such subsidies, recognizing that appropriate and effective special and differential treatment for developing and least developed countries should be an integral part of the World Trade Organization fisheries subsidies negotiation

14.7 By 2030, increase the economic benefits to Small Island developing States and least developed countries from the sustainable use of marine resources, including through sustainable management of fisheries, aquaculture and tourism

14.a Increase scientific knowledge, develop research capacity and transfer marine technology, taking into account the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission Criteria and Guidelines on the Transfer of Marine Technology, in order to improve ocean health and to enhance the contribution of marine biodiversity to the development of developing countries, in particular small island developing States and least developed countries
14.b  Provide access for small-scale artisanal fishers to marine resources and markets
14.c  Enhance the conservation and sustainable use of oceans and their resources by implementing international law as reflected in UNCLOS, which provides the legal framework for the conservation and sustainable use of oceans and their resources, as recalled in paragraph 158 of The Future We Want.